Post-doctoral positions in applied microeconomics

The Center for Environmental Economics Montpellier (https://www.cee-m.fr/), a joint research center of Université de Montpellier, CNRS and INRAE, based in Montpellier (France) is opening two post-doc positions.

Applicants should have a strong background in applied microeconomics, including handling and analyzing large datasets and collecting data. Applicants must hold a Ph.D. in economics or have an expected Ph.D. completion date shortly after the starting date.

Description of the positions

1. An 18 months position in health and environmental economics. This position is part of an interdisciplinary research project (AirCOV) in collaboration with epidemiologists and atmospheric scientists, funded by ADEME and led by Emmanuelle Lavaine. The recruited candidate will work on the links between air pollution and Covid-19. The starting date for this position is asap.

2. A 2-year position in environmental/education/health/labor economics. This position is part of the research chair “Economics of Climate Change and Human Health” held by Simon Briole. The recruited candidate will work on the links between the environment and human capital (education, health, labor market). The starting date for this position is flexible.

Recruited candidates will work closely with Emmanuelle Lavaine and Simon Briole as well as with other members of the CEE-M. Recruited candidates will be based in Montpellier and will be hosted by the Department of Economics of Université de Montpellier. The monthly gross salary will be between 2,600 and 3,000€ during the two years, depending on experience. While no teaching duties are attached to the positions, postdoctoral research associates may participate in the teaching program if mutually agreed. Knowledge of French is not required but is preferred for the 18-month position in health and environmental economics / AirCOV project.

Application instructions

Interested candidates should send an e-mail to emmanuelle.lavaine@umontpellier.fr and simon.briole@umontpellier.fr including their CV, cover letter and Job Market Paper, with the title “Application for postdoc position in applied microeconomics at CEEM”

Applicants are also encouraged to send 1 reference letter(s) as well as other supporting materials (e.g. additional reference letter, research statement, etc.).
The application deadline is **January 30th, 2024**.

Shortlisted candidates will be interviewed virtually in late January 2024 or early February 2024.

Contact: emmanuelle.lavaine@umontpellier.fr, simon.briole@umontpellier.fr